
Hello.  
 
The economic impact of this war against the coronavirus is going to be unimaginable, 
entering us into a new world of innovative entrepreneurship.  
 
I am a storyteller, no matter the limitations set by the world's stage. If you have a brief or 
project requiring a visual treatment to bring an impact on your audience, please let us 
continue the conversation. Think of it as an abstract characterization produced for 
promotional purposes in the visual medium for online marketing. I have access to a vast 
amount of produced clips that could be re-worked to convey your message.  
 
Another method the industry has employed is a "work from home" mentality. Please see 
below what I can offer while maintaining the coronavirus regulations.  
 
● Home One: Beautiful master bedroom, open plan kitchen, dining and patio area, pool, and 
surrounding gardens.  
● Home Two: Massive open gardens, modern big lounge and dining area with big windows, a 
courtyard, a pool, and an enclosed entertainment area with an additional luxury room.  
● Home Three: Modern and luxurious, enormous main bedroom with walk-in closets, open 
plan kitchen, and dining area, enclosed are beautifully kept garden with a pool, and 
additionally has access to a park with kids play area.  
● Family: Blond hair family; wife, husband, and a seven-year-old boy. Mother-in-law.  
● Pets: Boston Terrier and Bullmastiff. 
● Equipment: Access to Sony Cine Alta 4K Camera Package with Red Pro Zoom 17 - 50mm 
Cinema Lens.  
(Including all Vocus camera accessories, Swit batteries, and chargers, Sony cards and tripod)  
The Mavic 2 Pro from DJI W/ accessories and batteries  
The Sony α7 III Full-frame W/ lens and batteries  
Atomos Shinobi SDI is a lightweight HDR field monitor W/ Shape Accessories.  
OConnor O-Focus Dual Mini Follow Focus  
Rotolight aeos two-light kit and NEO 2 is a revolutionary LED light 
(Including all stands, boom stands, power, and accessories) 
Godox SL-200W 200Ws LED W/ Godox P120L120cm Deep Parabolic Soft Box 
(Including all stands, boom stands, energy, and accessories)  
Ronin 2 Pro Combo with Ready Rig and ProArm Kit 
Kessler Cineslider with Second Shooter Plus 
Kessler Crane Pocket Jib W/ The Kessler K-Pod 
Green/Blue/Black Background with Background Stands  
● Studio/Tabletop: Yes. A two-park garage and an open plan kitchen with plenty of space.  
● Add' l assets/skills: Full edit suite, production suite, still photographs, and access to a local 
actress. 
 


